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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Grizzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 10 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 10
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
10 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

100 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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I've been playing eroge for around 8 years, and I've played a lot of it, and would definitely consider it a hobby of mine.
Throughout those 8 years, I can't recall dropping anything as fast as I've decided to drop this game. The plot is nearly identical to
any other generic eroge and the characters are unbelievably bland, all with a similar kind personality type with the exception of
the absolutely horrid cookie cutter tsundere. I was willing to look past this because the art was nice enough, but what I
considered to be the last straw was when the tutorial started and I witnessed perhaps the worst UI I've ever seen. Really, I would
have preferred the default Ren'Py choice boxes than the plain off centered buttons it showed me. After repeated signs of
unapologetic laziness, the game just didn't seem worth it. Admittedly, the only reason why I bought this game was because I
wanted a game like Huniepop and that is really quite all this game is. It's pretty clear that this game was made for no reason
other than to mirror Huniepop. Just to mention a few pros, because there are some, the art is amazing, the music is pretty
decent, and despite the UI's horrible layout, the graphics are very clean.

TL;DR There's not a trace of love or effort put into the game, if you want to play a game like Huniepop just save yourself the
10 bucks and just play Huniepop.. UPDATE: Apparently the developer of "Sos i Pie Sos" issues community bans against any
Steam user that points out that the "game" they are selling is an unaltered Unity Store asset named "Cheesy Run". I was banned
for no legitimate reason soon after posting a link to the Unity store asset called "Cheesy Run". I looked through the hub and
found that I am not the only Steam user that was banned for calling the devs out.

BEWARE: If you decide to purchase this game you will be subject to the whims of incompetent and dishonest developers who
have put up for sale on Steam an item directly from the Unity store completely unaltered. If you point out their dishonesty you
will be banned and if you need help from them to get the game to work you will be ignored or banned.

This game is a pure, unaltered, lazy asset flip. The devs bought a game on the Unity store ( 
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/templates/cheesy-run-cartoon-runner-game-55956 ) and put it up on Steam without
changing a thing. On the Unity store site the game is called "Cheesy Run", on Steam it is called "Sos i Pie Sos" but when you run
the game the start screen displays its real Unity name "Cheesy Run" which is evident on the game's store page. Now that is
amazingly lazy. The devs only contribution was to add achievements to the game and brag about it. The devs actually brag about
how you can let the game run in the background for 10 minutes and you will get thousands of achievements. Here's the pathetic
part: the devs are so incompetent that the achievements do not drop and their instructions on how to fix this problem on the
community hub do not work. Digital Homicide had a better work ethic and competence. Pathetic.

TL/DR = Game is trash asset flip right from Unity store. Cheevos don't work. This looks like a job for SAM Picker.

Games that Steam says are similar to this game include:
1) Hollow Knight
2) CS:GO
3) Monster Hunter
4) Warframe
5) Dota 2
6) Rainbow 6 Siege
7) Dying Light
8) Rocket League
9) Wreckfest
10) BioShock Inifinte
11) War Thunder Project
12) Stardew Valley

Yup, all those games sure do remind me of Sos i Pie Sos. Steam recommendations are definitely NOT broken AF.
https://imgur.com/a/O7lmjhQ. I bought this game for sale and I'm glad I did. This game is great! The story line is filled with
shallow characters, but the plot certainly was entertaining. The different chapter settings and items, event challenges, and
gradual increase of tasks help break up the monotony of the 'time management' game concept over 90 levels. Achievements are
mostly unlocked as you play through the whole game. It's fun, girly fun!. A materpiece. I want my money back tho. ahh the
good ole days of YDKJ!! i feel like im 19 again!. BEST GAME EVER 5000+ PEOPLE ON MULTIPLAYER EVERYDAY
(MOST ARE CHINESE). Very good and clean FPS. Only minus for me is very short single player (4h) and since MP was turn
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off is all you can play.. This game is brilliant.

The graphics are surreal and excellent. They complimnet the fascinating story perfectly.

I am on a board where we have group plays (this means we do not use a walk through; if we get stuck we post asking for a hint
from another member).

We discuss the game, We analyze it. We had so many discussions while playing this game because it is so unique.

We have players that are using everything from the latest Alienware to a WIN 7 operating system with none having problems
running the game. This includes one person who only has 2 gb ram. :-)

This was one of the best group plays we have ever had because there are so many variables in the game.

"Every action has a reaction".

Every person that played immediately started a new game to see the outcome of other chices they could make.

Our group is anxiously awaiting the release of "Bad Dream Fever" for a group play :-). Even though out schedule is made out
months in advance I have a feeling we will make room for this.

ETA: I bought this game elsewhere so it only shows .7 hours of recorded play. I did play this game (several times) all the way
through.

I would guess the actual play time if you don't use a walk-through and poke around looking at everything is about 15 hours.
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THIS GAME IS ♥♥♥♥ING AWESOME. Fantastic game. Don't let the early-2000s dated graphics deter you from playing this
immensly rich, action-oriented game. Like Ys VIII and Ys Memories of Calceta, you play not only as Adol but also can control
two others in your party, and switch them out almost at any time. The story is fantastic, and has more than a few twists I didn't
see coming, which was very refreshing. The combat never gets old. There's just something satisfying about leveling up your
characters and their gear, then going back to a once hard enemy and wiping them out in one hit.

There are a few dozen side quests you can unlock, which give some decent rewards. However, it is possible to fail a quest
because you went too far into the story. I failed like 6 of them. Oh well.

I played it on Hard Mode, and it kicked my♥♥♥♥♥ but after 45 hours of playtime, I beat it. A few times a fight came down to
me with no recovery potions left and like 50 hit points. But whatevs, I won.

I also recommend every other Ys game on Steam, except for VIII. That still needs work on the PC version. PS4 version is
amazing, tho'.
. s cancelled the game. what ♥♥♥♥♥♥s.. I'd say there's only two types of people who would be interested in playing this game
- people who want it for the nostalgia and people who genuinely want to learn English.

If you're in the latter camp, I played this game as a small child, learning English, so you can use this review as a reference to
how well that turned out. There are worst Apogee games for learning English.

If, like me, you're in it for the nostalgia, I suppose it will do it for you. I had fun strolling down memory lane while playing it.
It's dated, yes, it has that old DOS platformer feel to it that you'll either find charming or dated and annoying.

The game ran smoothly for me, though it did suffer from some lag issues. The soundtrack is not exactly the finest the video
game world has to offer, so I had no trouble muting it and listening to other music as I played. The lag still became annoying
when trying to make jumps, though.

Personally, I prefer this game to Math Rescue, which sounds dumb considering they're essentially the same game, but I think it
comes down to two reasons - A) I have much more nostalgia for this game which I played way more than Math Rescue back in
the day and, B) I've always preferred English to mathematics.

The game is kinda easier than Math Rescue, mainly due to having way less enemies, but neither game is exactly going to test
your might as a gamer. Also, Math Rescue had "puzzles", for lack of a better term, that required you to think. Word Rescue,
however, just says "Match the word to the picture." The only real "challenge" is not accidentally landing on the wrong picture by
mistake.

If you're not in it to bring back some childhood memories of being in school and waiting for computer class to begin so you
could play the likes of this and Math Circus, you're not going to enjoy it. If you are, I'd say the \u20ac5 is worth it.. + great
music
+ nostalgia, arcade feeling
+ nice controls (after a minute)

- clunky controls (for the first minute)

10\/10, would buy again for 3 bucks!. I don't recall when I got this game, in all honesty. I think it was in a bundle of some kind.
But I got reminded of its existence through a weird set of events and wanted to give it another go.

The tutorial is alright - it tells you how things work, which is quite essential for something like this, and the playing field on
which you experience things lets you mess around with things for the sake of practice. I came away from the tutorial with a
vague sense of how to play - run into basic enemies, shoot flowers and bullets. The gameplay is rather interesting, with a neat
premise that can prove rewarding if you can put the time into it.

The main issue I have is that the entire game's aesthetic is a god damn mess. Visuals are psychedelic, which might be some
folks' cup of tea, but I found myself dying more often than not due to one of the things I was meant to shoot getting lost in the
overwhelming visuals. And this is coming from someone who can play Beat Hazard on Suicidal. The audio makes me think I'm
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shooting up some bizarre children's toy that communicates in barnyard animal calls, random phone noises, and the occasional
phrase repeated to the point of annoyance. Not to mention the weird kid at the start screen reading out numbers in Welsh. The
text of the game is just as "wacky" and "random", with references to older games dotted around, intentional misspellings, and
the word "goat" being shoved into other words for seemingly no reason.

There's certainly a good game to be had from this, but the nonsensical art direction and reliance on random humour can easily
grate if you aren't into that sort of thing. After ten levels (which I understand is less than a tenth of the actual game) I had to turn
the game off for fear of giving myself a migraine. It's got a niche appeal, and unfortunately it's not for me.

GLOBAL UPDATE:

Hi guys, during these days you will update!. Detective Girl of the Steam City ORBITAL Update:
Our team fixed several bugs, improved optimization, removed visual flaws.

We hope you enjoy update!. Update:
Fixed bugs, improved optimization on weak devices, removed some visual problems.

We hope you enjoy the update!
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